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Reformatory have role, which of vital importance represent state, society and parent to assist 

orphan children, children unemployed and indigent in giving education and construction to 

children. Attendance of this reformatory is expected can guarantee fulfilled child rights him to be 

earning life grow and expand good to the manner born physical, bouncing and spiritual and his 

social. They earn to grow flower and also earn protection properly. 

Panti Asuhan Kristen Yatim Warga Indonesia or shortened by "YWI" which located in Jl. Oro-

Oro Ombo Batu, is out for reformatory improve performance by organizational management as 

good as possibly for the agenda of to improve service to child take care of him. 

Target which wish to be got from this research is "to description of Organization and service to 

child take care of in Reformatory Christian " Panti Asuhan Kristen Yatim Warga Indonesia 

"(YWI)" Batu. research type the used is descriptive with approach qualitative. For the method of 

intake of data in this research use observation, interview, and documentation. taken away from 

by Data-Processing of opinion of Miles and of Huberman that is data collecting, data discount, 

displayed by predicting and data. 

At organizational aspect and movement by structure organisms reformatory have been made and 

depicted better. Reformatory have employed employees and staff routinely. Some official 

members there is which do not wish to be employed, because they assume that working in 

reformatory are a devotion. Change of Yayasan Panti Asuhan Kristen "YWI" in the year 1960 

contending that all Council Official member members are Indonesia citizen believing in 

Christian Protestant, well-behaved and have high public spirit. They have to capable shoulder 

responsibility look after Reformatory. Beside that Reformatory run by laboring professional 

energy full-timely under leader a director, assisted by all staff, for example housemother. 

Reformatory Christian "YWI" have also determined authority and duties of each division as 

according to description job each. But that way at work plan aspect do not there are division 

specifically good of program short-range, ad for and length. But at conducted by construction is 

reformatory have as according to reformatory function that is function As center service of 

prosperity of child, covering cure function and decent (curatif-rehabilitatif, protection 

(protective), development (promotif-development), and prevention (preventive). 

Is evaluated from observation facet and Christian reformatory evaluation " YWI" having a 

supervisor of institution. Supervisor have important role, where supervisor have commissioned 

selected doing observe and report all something that happened at builder of Target of formed 

supervisor at institution is to facilitate builder in taking good needed policies organizationally 

and in the case of service. Of evaluation facet, builder, supervisor, employees and director 

always evaluation which have isn't his time. Evaluation conducted for the agenda of to know and 

improve all something related to employees performance, service to child take care of, 

acceptance of guest, marketing of retreat reformatory and regarding internally of organization. 
 


